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Birmingham SEO Agency, Essential Marketer, Boosts Christmas Jumper
Online Traffic for Vintage Clothing Store, Harper & Lewis

Birmingham SEO Agency secures top search engine rankings for supplier of festive jumpers
ahead of this season's rush for this 'must have' fashion item. In just two months the festive
jumper supplier has moved above many leading high street and online brands to secure top
Google rankings.

Birmingham, UK (PRWEB UK) 23 December 2012 -- Just two months ago Midlands-based vintage clothing
store, Harper & Lewis were unranked for Christmas jumper-related keywords and not even appearing in the top
100 pages in Google. In just two months Birmingham SEO Agency, Essential Marketer, has helped to secure
top Google positions on Page 1 for these keywords through its specialist SEO services, in time for the
unprecedented demand for festive jumpers.

Festive jumpers, once a focus for bad jokes and destined straight for the back of the wardrobe, are now worn
with pride by young and old alike and have become this year’s ‘must have’ fashion accessory – for Christmas
Day and beyond. Made even more popular by celebrities launching this year’s Save the Children campaign,
aptly named ‘Make the World Better with a Sweater’, demand for any type of festive jumper has fast exceeded
supply.

Harper & Lewis approached Essential Marketer for SEO services through a word of mouth recommendation at
the beginning of October 2012.

Steve Feeney, Managing Director at Essential Marketer adds: “We were delighted to work with Harper &
Lewis and to be able to help them secure Page 1 success ahead of the Christmas rush for this year’s most
sought-after Christmas gift.

“The strength in our service lies in our approach to link building which is very different to other SEO
companies. This, combined with our excellent feedback and reporting systems, ensures clients know at every
step of the way how their SEO campaign is going and the amount of work we’ve carried out each month.”

As the largest Birmingham SEO agency, Essential Marketer carries out SEO services for many companies in
the UK and beyond. As well as SEO, other services include: Online PR, Social Media Marketing, Web Design
and much more.

Harper & Lewis Managing Director Cheryl Thomas adds: “We’re delighted with the work carried out by
Essential. The demand for festive jumpers has taken the industry by storm, with many high street and online
companies running low on stock or selling out.

“The work carried out by Essential Marketer has ensured we were on Page 1 of Google and other popular
search engines in plenty of time for the Christmas rush, and several positions above many well-known high
street shops and online names.”

Essential’s unique approach to SEO achieves sustainable organic search engine results in a natural way
providing ethical quality link building activities that has lasting results.
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“With Christmas 2012 almost here, the work we’ve carried out for Harper & Lewis will stand them in good
stead for Christmas jumper searches for the new year and beyond.” concludes Steve.
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Contact Information
Steve Feeney
Essential Marketer
http://www.essentialmarketer.com/
0845 5085008

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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